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N ew York’s commercial waste market — the largest in the
country — was fully privatized more than 60 years ago,
but it has always resisted serious consolidation. Now,

depending on how a franchise zone bill proceeds, the market could
be on the verge of a historic shakeup.

After five-plus years of planning, lobbying and highly charged
campaigning, details of the legislation required to establish the
zones remain in flux. Geographic exclusivity is the key sticking
point, but a deal between Mayor Bill de Blasio's administration and
sponsors in the New York City Council is said to be imminent. The
decisive vote could occur as soon as this month.

The exclusive option has raised concerns about industry giants
dominating market share at the expense of competitors and
customers. Supporters believe this exaggerates the case, pointing
to numerous benefits from a more organized system, and say a
non-exclusive system wouldn’t go far enough. Others view non-
exclusive as a viable middle ground, while a shrinking group of
opponents to either approach continue to call for making reforms
within the current regulatory framework.
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If any version of this bill passes, the open market system
responsible for collecting an estimated 3 million tons of waste and
recyclables per year could be transformed dramatically. As more
commonly seen in Western states, companies would have to meet
certain requirements in order to win long-term contracts for
servicing a set number of zones.

Given the sheer scale of what’s being proposed, the emotional
weight of this debate can often overshadow the market
implications. Multiple workers and members of the public have
died, including just last month, as a result of industry-related
crashes. Fleet emissions and recycling progress are still not at
levels that match the New York City Council's urgency to meet its
recently declared climate emergency. Some of the smallest
companies, possibly ones with decades of family history in the city,
may not survive if a zone system passes.

That sense of existential change was palpable at a packed June
sanitation committee hearing on the bill (Intro. 1574). Early in the
five-plus-hour proceeding, Council Member Antonio Reynoso
recognized the situation's gravity but didn't shy away from
confrontation.

"We’re not trying to go after these carting companies that are doing
the right thing. We want them to continue to do work in the city of
New York. They are meeting a standard that we believe is a New
York standard. But there are a lot of businesses that are not," said
Reynoso, the bill's sponsor, drawing applause from supporters in
the chamber. "If you’re killing people, if you’re not paying people a
fair wage, if your trucks are destroying the environment,
destroying our streets, I don’t want you to do business in the city of
New York."

The question of which companies will get to do business in New
York under a franchise system, and who stands to gain in the

https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/ny-man-dies-riding-e-bike-brooklyn-20190924-l6wqrnbtgzef3bs6se4gh2sl5q-story.html
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3940953&GUID=506493D1-9DF1-4289-8893-4AF892557355&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=climate+emergency
http://dsny.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/19DOS003Y_FGEIS_Chapters.pdf#page=108
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3963901&GUID=6D5F166D-1834-4EDD-BF64-DA5D1DD88C61&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=1574
https://d12v9rtnomnebu.cloudfront.net/diveimages/NYCCSanitationHearing062719.pdf
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process to create one, is one that Waste Dive has been exploring in
the months since. 

DSNY officials testify at the New York City Council's June 27 hearing, one of
the sanitation committee's longest in years | Credit: Cole Rosengren

The competitive landscape

New York's five boroughs have long been considered too
complicated, too expensive and (at one time) too corrupt for
national players to dominate like they have in many other urban
markets.

According to the Department of Sanitation (DSNY), around 90
companies are licensed to operate in New York and service an
estimated 100,000 customers. The number of companies with
notable business is often up for debate, but a city analysis indicates
the majority are small operators and about 20 currently control
80% of the market share. As of 2015, the portion of this market
that would be affected by zoning (certain categories are exempted)
was worth $455 million in annual revenue.

Opinions vary, but the consensus among sources is that an
exclusive system could cut the field to less than a dozen players.
Non-exclusive zones could potentially sustain closer to two dozen,
effectively the universe of sizable operators in the city now. 

http://dsny.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/19DOS003Y_FGEIS_Chapters.pdf#page=70
http://dsny.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/19DOS003Y_FGEIS_Chapters.pdf#page=70
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While anecdotes about dozens of different companies' trucks
buzzing around during the night have become emblematic of a
situation that DSNY describes as "unsafe, unfair and
unsustainable," the agency has repeatedly stated its goal is not to
put companies out of business.

"We don’t think the number of companies is an inherently bad
thing," said DSNY Director of Commercial Waste Zoning Justin
Bland at the June hearing. "We want the best companies to get
contracts, not just the biggest. It has to be the best."

DSNY envisions a non-exclusive system, with three to five
companies operating in each zone depending on size (for a total of
68 contracts) in the name of maintaining competitive pricing.
Reynoso's bill, with backing from the Transform Don't Trash
coalition (including the Teamsters and many environmental
groups) would support just one company per zone in the name of
greater vehicle emissions reduction. Each plan currently calls for a
total of 20 zones, with no company allowed to operate in more
than 15. Initial contracts are expected to run for 10 years, with
options to extend.

While the National Waste & Recycling Association's (NWRA) local
chapter favors maintaining the open market system, the city’s two
biggest players have gone in a different direction.

Waste Connections, the local industry's second-largest player, has
been the biggest booster when it comes to the exclusive model. 

"Waste Connections wholeheartedly supports the city, this
committee and Chairman Reynoso's efforts to reform the
commercial waste and recycling industry. If the city is going to
choose a franchise model, Waste Connections supports the
exclusive zone model," said Andy Moss, government affairs

http://dsny.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/CWZ_Plan.pdf
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manager at the June hearing. "We fear a non-exclusive system
would look too much like the present system we have now."

Last year, then-CEO Ron Mittelstaedt told Waste Dive this was a
key reason for the publicly traded giant to stay in the market after
entering via acquisition in 2016.

Action Environmental Group – the city's largest hauler – has been
supportive, though with less enthusiasm.

"We have been advocating improving standards for a long time.
We’re not completely convinced that the only way to do that is
through zoning," said CEO Ron Bergamini at the hearing.
"However, if we’re going to go with that option we believe the
single hauler is the better option."

The most high-profile skeptic of this exclusive approach has been
DSNY Commissioner Kathryn Garcia. While she couldn't attend
the hearing, Garcia outlined her stance in an August interview.

"I am extraordinarily wary of exclusive zones, because those are
essentially monopolies," she told Waste Dive. "It will be very, very
large companies then that take over this industry. We want to
make sure that the folks who have been working here have a shot,
that it's at least somewhat of a level playing field. But more than
that, I just feel that if you have a monopoly situation that we will
get the worst of all worlds."

Anxiety from other existing players about potential consolidation
was a running theme at the June hearing, and in the months since.

"Financially speaking, the bill under consideration most benefits
the two largest haulers in New York City," testified Recycle Track
Systems CEO Greg Lettieri, whose company could be limited under
zoning due to its classification as a broker. "Under the proposed
system, they would be quite excited to win exclusive zones.

https://www.wastedive.com/news/mittelstaedt-waste-connections-reckoning-coming-recycling/530652/
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However, I believe [they're] not capable of actually handling the
task." 

Filco Carting COO Domenic Monopoli, speaking about Waste
Connections specifically, recently told Waste Dive, "It’s a well-run
company. It’s a big, beautiful public company, but I get work from
them every day."

He likened outside nationals that might bid on franchise zones to
"barbarians at the gate," and believes they likely will scoop up
market share, but maintains "service is going to suffer
dramatically." Managing a route on the streets of New York, in
Monopoli's view, is "like threading a needle every night" and a skill
not easily acquired.

Stephen Leone, president of the smaller Industrial Carting,
testified about how he believes franchising would create a "static
environment" – as compared to now where "I routinely compete
with and succeed against competitors that are five, 10, 20 and 50
times my size."

Adam Mitchell, head of the sales team at Mr. T Carting, called the
plan "a wolf in sheep’s clothing." Mitchell later told Waste Dive he
believed Reynoso's plan would "expedite the evolution of late-stage
capitalism" and said the company’s biggest concern was that
"there's no interest in talking about decent locally owned business
having a set aside so they can ensure they continue to have a place
in the market."

When Los Angeles launched its own franchise system in 2017,
certain zones were designed with the intention of supporting
smaller companies. That idea hasn't gained as much traction in
New York, in part because DSNY sees its non-exclusive model as a
natural way for smaller companies to coexist.
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Asked whether she thought outside companies might still bid
under DSNY's version, Garcia reiterated a position she's been
taking since the agency switched its preference to a non-exclusive
system last year.

"I think that it is much less likely," said the commissioner. "If they
control a whole market, they are likely to do better than if they
have to continuously compete for customers, who I think will keep
them all on their toes."

Despite DSNY's pledged support for smaller haulers, some of
zoning’s most ardent opponents aren't convinced. New Yorkers for
Responsible Waste Management (NYRWM), a trade group formed
in large part to fight this plan, continues to advocate for a 2018 bill
(Intro. 996) that would maintain the open market system with
some changes.

"DSNY’s rhetoric about wanting to preserve opportunity for good
small- and medium-sized companies is not yet matched by any
aspect of their plan," Executive Director Kendall Christiansen told
Waste Dive in August. “We continue to believe that all of the city’s
goals, including more efficient routing, can be accomplished more
quickly without a complex zone system."

According to Christiansen, truck traffic could decline even sooner
without an overhaul because "the industry is poised for rapid
consolidation if the threat of franchising was lifted." Conversely,
many believe the passage of a franchise bill would likely herald
consolidation too. 

If that comes to pass, especially in an exclusive system, large
companies may have a better chance to rise up in the New York
market than they have in years. Zone supporters maintain they’re
 agnostic to who wins contracts as long as they can raise the bar
from what has come before.

https://www.wastedive.com/news/dsny-commercial-franchise-zones-non-exclusive/522365/
https://www.wastedive.com/news/nyc-anti-franchising-group-gains-support-hires-first-director/433457/
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3541101&GUID=3AAF1C45-BDFC-47EC-ACDD-807B1F01846A&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=996
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A brief history

The New York commercial waste market's reputation for being
scrappier than most is rooted in a long history of competition
and adaptation.

The current system's origins can be traced back to 1915,
according to local waste historian and policy iconoclast
Benjamin Miller, when the city's sanitation commissioner
abruptly decided to stop collecting from businesses due to a
disposal contract dispute.

"The first unintended consequence: as the new system rapidly
evolved, the ability to collect waste from particular customers
became an informal but tightly controlled property
right," writes Miller in a new article published in the journal
Environmental Law in New York.

Then, in 1954, the mayor removed small businesses in
residential buildings from DSNY's purview too. Suddenly, an
estimated 50,000 new accounts were up for grabs — right
around when an organized crime cartel began taking over the
local sector. The concept of property rights took on a whole
new meaning in the decades ahead, to the point that legitimate
operators were often the exception by the 1990s.

Then, a would-be white knight came to town with its
distinctive blue trucks: Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI). The
Texas-based agglomerate, led by CEO William Ruckelshaus,
entered with a splash of publicity in 1993.

Former Mayor David Dinkins may have welcomed its arrival,
but the local industry wasn't as warm. BFI encountered legal
challenges over contracts, threats and intimidation (including
the infamous delivery of a dog's head to one executive's door
step) and even a cartel-sponsored negative TV campaign.

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/bic/downloads/pdf/denials/tradewaste/denial-consumer-rubbish-removal-inc-848.pdf#page=10
https://www.nytimes.com/1994/02/28/nyregion/judge-backs-competition-in-trash-hauling-industry.html
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Three years in, according to a 1996 Fortune article, BFI had
only captured about 1% of market revenue. Still, the ongoing
wave of indictments that would eventually bring down many
of the local industry's biggest players gave the company
optimism. Ruckelshaus even publicly called for rival Waste
Management to enter the market as a legitimizing force.

Eventually, other national players did join the fray and BFI
left. Looking back on the tumultuous decade, Douglas Century
wrote in the book "Takedown" that some wondered "if the city
hadn't chased three hundred foxes from the henhouse, only to
let in two or three lions."

While some of these companies had (and still have) prime
local transfer station assets, they struggled to make desirable
returns on collection under the city's post-cartel rate cap.
Executives from Waste Management, Allied Waste and IESI,
along with the National Solid Waste Management Association
(now NWRA) unsuccessfully lobbied for changes to the cap in
2001. Attempts in 2007 were similarly unsuccessful.

By 2006, amid a protracted Teamsters strike, Waste
Management's area manager (now COO) John Morris told the
New York Times his company's local market share was down
to a third of its original size. In 2007, the company sold much
of its remaining assets to Action Environmental.

In the end, IESI (which became Progressive Waste Solutions
in 2011, before it was bought by Waste Connections in 2016)
was the last national company standing.

Close ▲

https://archive.fortune.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/1996/01/15/207168/index.htm
https://www.nytimes.com/2001/01/12/nyregion/big-trash-haulers-threaten-to-leave-city-if-fees-do-not-rise.html?searchResultPosition=3
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/12/nyregion/12trash.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/08/nyregion/08trash.html
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The list of sizable companies operating in New York could start declining as
soon as next year | Credit: Photo by Matthew LeJune on Unsplash

Narrowing the �eld in 2020

Regardless of whether commercial waste zoning moves to the RFP
stage next year, as DSNY's timeline indicates it would, 2020 is
already expected to be an inflection point for industry
consolidation.

As of January 2020, all local waste fleets will have to meet or
exceed new emissions standards that come with a cost. A running
complaint in recent years has been that the specter of franchising
makes it hard for smaller companies to move ahead on such
investments if they could soon be out of business. 

While many of New York’s largest operators report they’ll be ready,
and a records request to the city’s Business Integrity Commission
indicates only seven temporary exemption waivers have been
submitted by licensees, sources with direct knowledge of the
acquisition landscape believe many small companies are holding
out in hopes of selling their business. 

Local acquisition activity has indeed been stagnant compared to
national trends. Action completed a couple of small deals last year.
Waste Connections has too, including the purchase of a prime
transfer station asset in the South Bronx earlier this year. One

http://dsny.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/CWZ_Plan.pdf#page=60
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/bic/industries/vehicle-emissions-law.page
https://www.wastedive.com/news/waste-connections-q2-outsized-acquisitions-recycling-rin-credits/559755/
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small company, Quality Waste, was bought by another,
Metropolitan Waste.  

This whole dynamic could be jolted by franchising of any type,
perhaps even more so if new players choose to pursue contracts.
While new entrants are still seen as more interested in an exclusive
zone system, the rarity of local RFP process might be enough for
them to at least test the waters. 

“When you create a new process like this it creates an opportunity
where common business sense says that everyone's going to take a
look," said Steve Changaris, vice president of NWRA's Northeast
region. "Most of those taking a hard look, if they like what they see,
they’re going to put in a good faith request to participate."

Given the administrative burden of submitting a complex RFP, and
the fact that long-term franchise contracts are an important pillar
of their business models, large national or regional companies are
perhaps the most well-equipped to do so.

"The national companies are certainly watching the evolving
commercial waste zone situation in New York City with some
interest and it’s certainly possible that one or more of them may
bid on zones if the city council passes a commercial zone bill,"
SWANA CEO David Biderman told Waste Dive over the summer.
Though more recently, as signs began pointing toward a non-
exclusive compromise, Biderman said "it's unlikely that a large
number of companies not currently in the market would bid."

The list of prospective new bidders could include a range of players
that currently have infrastructure in the greater metropolitan
region. The city has also left the possibility open for existing
companies to bid together via consortiums. 

Among possible entrants, the biggest of them all has given clear
signs it’s following the process. 
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Last year, Waste Management CEO Jim Fish told Waste Dive the
company hadn't ruled anything out. This May, COO John Morris
told investors the company was watching closely and cited the
company's successful growth from the Los Angeles franchise
conversion. Waste Management's most recent lobbying disclosure
also cites Intro. 1574 as a topic of interest.

Asked about a potential bid, and whether it had any preference for
exclusive or non-exclusive zones, the company offered a brief
reply.

"We are maintaining our neutral position on the commercial waste
zone bill and are keeping all of our options open," said
Communications Manager John Hambrose via email.

Mayor Bill de Blasio's administration, represented by DSNY Commissioner
Kathryn Garcia, shifted to support non-exclusive zones in 2018 | Credit:
Office of Bill de Blasio

Deciding factors

While many are curious about how the market will shake out, the
bill is far from a done deal and many elements remain in flux.

https://www.wastedive.com/news/dsny-commercial-franchise-zones-non-exclusive/522365/
https://investors.wm.com/static-files/156831c0-7aeb-4768-9eca-eba7af6d97a2#page=19
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/elobbyist_search/pdf/CPR401203.pdf
https://www.wastedive.com/user_media/diveimage/DeBlasioGarcia.jpg
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Beyond health and safety plan requirements — a topic which
companies, associations and unions have plenty of opinions about
— two of the most commonly discussed themes are pricing and
infrastructure. 

Preserving customer choice and price competition have been cited
as among the main reasons the city decided to back non-exclusive
zones. DSNY has long maintained pricing won't have to rise under
its proposal, despite the onset of new service requirements. The
agency points to an expected 2% reduction in operating expenses,
driven by more efficient routes and potentially lower labor costs, as
the way this could all even out.

There was some equivocation on this point from officials during
the June hearing, as actual bids may vary, but Garcia largely stuck
to the initial assessment.

"There's no reason it should spike, unless there's a monopoly
where I do think there's more likelihood of that," the commissioner
told Waste Dive, noting that might happen if current prices are
artificially low because "the carter that customer is currently using
is doing things that are currently not legally allowed."

In an effort to avoid bids coming in high as a way to manage risk,
Garcia did say there could be options for some type of consumer
price index escalation in bids, separate pricing structures for
higher service levels and a mechanism to recognize commodity
price fluctuations.

Powerful forces now backing non-exclusive zones over similar
competitive considerations include the Real Estate Board of New
York (REBNY), which fears its large commercial members could
get stuck with inadequate service under an exclusive system. While
REBNY still has concerns about the disruption of existing
relationships between larger customers and chosen providers

http://dsny.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/19DOS003Y_FGEIS_Chapters.pdf#page=85
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across multiple zones, especially for roll-off containers that only
require one round trip, the group has largely come around to
DSNY's position.

"Our members want safer, greener streets and they also want the
ability to choose from a competitive selection of vendors to ensure
they continue to receive a high level of service. We’re hopeful the
Council will enact an approach that strikes a thoughtful balance
between those important priorities," said Zach Steinberg, REBNY's
vice president of policy, in a statement.

Yet the notion of keeping prices low runs counter to both current
national industry trends and what some local companies say are
the unavoidable realities of higher service standards. 

"Over the long term I suspect the prices will go up, particularly
because there will be more requirements – most of which will be
good requirements," Action CEO Ron Bergamini told Waste Dive
over the summer, citing areas such as safety and recycling.

Bergamini wasn't necessarily convinced operational savings would
be enough to offset new service requirements, in part because his
company's nightly routes are already almost half as long as the
100-plus-mile ones often cited as examples of inefficiencies.

"I'd rather see people compete on service than price," said
Bergamini, noting he feels the exclusive plan would make that
easier. "You can be more creative if you had the whole zone."

That undefinable element of creativity will play an important role
in a potential RFP process, as neither DSNY's or Reynoso's plan set
much in the way of specific infrastructure requirements. Unlike the
Los Angeles system, which even went so far as to mandate facility
upgrades, New York's process is expected to be more open-ended.
The hope is companies will pitch offerings such as newer trucks,

https://www.wastedive.com/news/waste-management-q2-2019-earnings-landfill-recycling-cliff/559546/
https://www.wastedive.com/news/recycla-experiment-optimization/539738/
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expanded organics processing capacity or perhaps even new MRFs
to make their bids more competitive.

Supporters see these as critical elements for safety and recycling
progress, but ones that may be harder to scale in a non-exclusive
model. The thinking from various sources, including companies
and Transform Don't Trash (TDT) advocates alike, is competitors
sharing a zone could undercut each other on price by making more
limited investments in these areas. Some think even if competitors
are on a level playing field it may be hard to get customers to go
along with more sustainable offerings without adequate city
enforcement.

Alternately, backers of exclusive zones believe their version would
provide more certainty — especially in the eyes of investors — and
possibly even help keep savvy smaller companies in the mix.

"They will be given a 10-year contract which they can take directly
to the bank, which will allow them to make the investments they
need to grow," said Melissa Iachan, a senior staff attorney at TDTIachan
member New York Lawyers for the Public Interest. "This is not
necessarily a bad thing for smaller companies. It’s actually an
opportunity."

When asked about this financing question, Garcia said she hadn't
heard it raised directly and noted a nonexclusive system would still
provide more financial certainty than the current two-year contract
maximum.

Other ideas have also been raised about alternative ways to
address concerns outside of the currently proposed framework.
Some say a capital recovery surcharge mechanism could help fund
infrastructure, or that some zones should be exclusive and others
not, or perhaps each of the five boroughs should be a zone itself. 

https://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/ny-oped-a-commercial-waste-compromise-20191004-77hhv77hc5hpviyc6la6y65n3u-story.html
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Some of the most detailed ideas so far have come from the Center
for Zero Waste Design, represented by Benjamin Miller at June's
council hearing.

As laid out in testimony, as well as Miller's recent article, the
current framework could potentially be reshaped in a way to meet
the goals of many stakeholders. Zone boundaries could be more
fluid to fit local needs, alternate collection methods could be
incentivized to minimize truck traffic, an escrow fund could be
established to support recycling innovation and plenty else. To
accomplish these goals Miller does believe an exclusive model is
the wisest choice, but said options abound to maintain
competition.

"In my view it’d be highly desirable to keep as many highly
qualified companies in town as possible," said Miller. "Conversely,
accelerating the agglomeration of companies so that we have
fewer, larger companies is not a good thing. There are lots of ways
to write the bill in a way that would encourage a larger number of
players as opposed to the way it’s written now."

Council Member Antonio Reynoso (right, holding sign) must appease both his
supporters and DSNY | Credit: Cole Rosengren

http://www.centerforzerowastedesign.org/public/?p=874
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Down to the wire

Working out all of these details for what could arguably be one of
the biggest shifts in the history of New York's modern commercial
waste industry was always going to be a major undertaking. The
fact that DSNY and Reynoso entered the final stretch of a multi-
year discussion with parallel proposals has made for a more
complicated legislative process than expected.

Reynoso's bill has now racked up 24 (out of 51) sponsors, including
Council Speaker Corey Johnson, but there has been no activity in
terms of amendments or a scheduled committee vote in the
months since its initial hearing. The council member’s office said
he’s no longer commenting on the bill during negotiations, after
September stories by Crain’s New York Business and The Wall
Street Journal fueled speculation a deal could be coming soon.

Back in June, talking to Waste Dive after the lengthy committee
hearing, Reynoso outlined his plans for a deliberate approach.

"I want to be very clear that I don't think I'm at odds with DSNY,"
he said. "Long-term, 20 years from now, when I look back on this
industry that reformed I want it to be working. It's part of my
legacy. I am not rushing this."

Speaking to Waste Dive again in August, the council member
reiterated his desire to collaborate with the de Blasio
administration and promised a deal would be reached. He
emphasized that achieving the best environmental outcome was a
top priority for both him and his supporters in the TDT coalition,
while recognizing "that doesn’t mean we need to keep it exclusive."

This potential shift to non-exclusive is considered increasingly
likely, though not necessarily welcome by all involved. Action's
Bergamini recently confirmed his preference remains for exclusive
zones, as did his publicly traded competitor.

https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3963901&GUID=6D5F166D-1834-4EDD-BF64-DA5D1DD88C61&Options=ID|Text|&Search=1574
https://www.crainsnewyork.com/infrastructure/commercial-waste-zone-plan-racing-finish
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-council-to-vote-on-overhaul-for-commercial-waste-collection-11569780986
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"Exclusive and non-exclusive can both work," wrote Jason Craft,
regional vice president for Waste Connections, via email. "The
devil is in the details on the requirements and restrictions that are
placed in the bill." 

Asked for the latest on its position, Mr. T reiterated a version of
President Tom Toscano’s May quote to Waste Dive ("Exclusive is
like being hit in the head with a bat and non-exclusive is like being
punched in the stomach") about which option might be more
preferable.

As the process nears its seeming conclusion, other companies are
keeping their opinions more guarded. In the case of those affiliated
with NYRWM, some are also still hoping the whole discussion may
fall apart. 

"We’re now entering the period where deal-making to get
something done, however irrational or potentially damaging to the
city’s overall interest, is the imperative, and moving numbers
around on a map is the game," said Christiansen in a recent
statement. "Monopoly zones may be dead, but DSNY’s ‘plan’
remains an untested, unprecedented idea with a host of
unanswered questions – including the fate of dozens of local
companies and thousands of workers."

Union undercurrent

The labor angle is another that has been a driving force behind
much of this debate — largely because the Teamsters were
founding members of the TDT coalition and close allies of
Reynoso — and continues to be as contentious as ever.

Teamsters Local 813, an instigating force behind this entire
effort, has also stood by Reynoso's bill because of long-held
convictions that a full industry overhaul is the only solution.

https://www.wastedive.com/news/doubt-and-discord-ahead-of-new-york-franchise-bill-introduction/555671/
https://www.cityandstateny.com/articles/policy/labor/unions-talk-trash-as-new-york-city-nears-waste-zone-deal.html
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President Sean Campbell agreed this could also make it easier
to organize and grow membership, but said he’s more
interested in improving working conditions across the board.

Read more ▼

With rumors swirling about a deal coming at any time, groups on
various sides of the issue are still pushing their preferred versions
of how to reshape the market. TDT and its allies recently sent out a
letter backing Reynoso's original bill with new support from high-
profile environmental groups such as the Sunrise Movement and
350.org. Meanwhile, nearly 30 large business groups (including
REBNY) recently sent out their own letter backing DSNY's non-
exclusive plan. Multiple companies are also continuing their own
lobbying efforts in a more quiet fashion.

What exactly the next version of this legislation looks like, or
whether it can pass, will be known in a matter of weeks. If a bill
does pass — with a similar framework to what has been discussed
— the environmental, social and logistical changes in store will be
striking and historic.

While it would still take years to see if such a system actually works
as intended, and whether it has any unforeseen consequences, it
may become clear much sooner just how effective a zoning system
can be in reshaping the New York commercial waste market's
competitive landscape.
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